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Abstract
Cooperating systems typically base decisions on information from their
own components as well as on input from other systems. Safety critical
decisions based on cooperative reasoning, such as automatic emergency
braking of a vehicle, raise severe concerns to security issues. In this paper
we address the security engineering process for such systems of systems. The
presented authenticity requirements elicitation method is based on functional
dependency analysis. It comprises the tracing down of functional dependencies
over system boundaries right onto the origin of information. A dependency
graph with a safety critical function as root and the origins of decision relevant
information as leaves is used to deduce a set of authenticity requirements. This
set is comprehensive and defines the maximal set of authenticity requirements
from the given functional dependencies. Furthermore, the proposed method
avoids premature assumptions on the architectural structure and mechanisms
to implement security measures.

1. Introduction
Architecting novel mobile systems of systems poses new
challenges to getting the dependability and specifically the
security requirements right as early as possible in the system
design process. Security engineering is one important aspect of
dependability [1]. The security engineering process addresses
issues such as how to identify and mitigate risks resulting
from connectivity and how to integrate security into a target
architecture [2]. Security requirements need to be explicit,
precise, adequate, non-conflicting with other requirements and
complete [7].
A typical application area for mobile systems of systems
are vehicular communication systems in which vehicles and
roadside units communicate in ad hoc manner to exchange
information such as safety warnings and traffic information. As
a cooperative approach, vehicular communication systems can
be more effective in avoiding accidents and traffic congestion
than current technologies where each vehicle tries to solve
these problems individually. However, introducing dependence
of possibly safety critical decisions in a vehicle on information from other systems, such as other vehicles or roadside
units, raises severe concerns to security issues. Security is an
enabling technology in this emerging field because without
security some applications within those systems of systems
would not be possible at all. In some cases security is the
main concern of the architecture [3].

The first step in the design of an architecture for a novel
system of systems is the requirements engineering process.
With respect to security requirements this process typically
covers at least the following activities [4], [5], [6]
• the identification of the target of evaluation and the
principal security goals and the elicitation of artifacts (e.g.
use case and threat scenarios) as well as risk assessment
• the actual security requirements elicitation process
• a requirements categorisation and prioritisation, followed
by requirements inspection
In this paper we address the security requirements elicitation
step in this process. We present a model-based approach
to systematically identify security requirements for system
architectures to be designed for cooperative applications in
a systems of systems context. Our contribution comprises the
following distinctive features.
Identification of a consistent and complete set of authenticity requirements. We base our method on the assumption
that the overall security goal with respect to authenticity
requirements is: For every safety critical action in a system
of systems all information that is used in the reasonig process
that leads to this action has to be authentic.
To achieve this, we first derive a functional model by
identification of atomic actions and functional dependencies
in a use case description. From this model we generate a
dependency graph with a safety critical function as root and
the origins of decision relevant information as leaves. Based
on this graph, we deduce a set of authenticity requirements that
is comprehensive and defines the maximal set of authenticity
requirements from the given functional dependencies.
Security mechanism independence. The most common problem with security requirements is that they tend to be replaced
with security-specific architectural constraints that may unnecessarily constrain the choice of the most appropriate security
mechanisms [8].
In our approach we avoid to break down the overall security requirements to requirements for specific components
or communication channels prematurely. So the requirements
identified by this approach are independent of decisions not

only on concrete security enforcement mechanisms to use, but
also on the structure, such as hop-by-hop versus end-to-end
security measures.
Throughout this paper we use the following terminology
taken from [1]: A system is an entity that interacts with
other entities, i.e., other systems. These other systems are
the environment of the given system. A system boundary is
the common frontier between the system and its environment.
Such a system itself is composed of components, where each
component is yet another system. Furthermore, in [1] the
dependence of system A on system B represents the extent to
which system A’s dependability is affected by that of system
B. Our work though focuses on purely functional aspects of
dependence and omits quantitative reasoning.
For the approach proposed, we describe the function of such
a system by a functional model and treat the components as
atomic and thus we do not make preliminary assumptions
regarding their inner structure. Rather, the adaption to a
concrete architecture is considered to be a task within a followup refinement and engineering process.

2. Related work
The development of new security relevant systems that interact to build new systems of systems requires the integration
of a security engineering process in the earliest stages of
the development life-cycle. This is specifically important in
the development of systems where security is the enabling
technology that makes new applications possible.
A comprehensive concept for an overall security requirements engineering process is described in detail in [5]. The
authors propose a 9 step approach called SQUARE (Security
Quality Engineering Methodology). The elicitation of the
security requirements is one important step in the SQUARE
process. In [6] several concrete methods to carry out this step
are compared. These methods are based on misuse cases (MC),
soft systems methodology (SSM), quality function deployment
(QFD), controlled requirements expression (CORE), issuebased information systems (IBIS), joint application development (JAD), feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA), critical
discourse analysis (CDA) as well as accelerated requirements
method (ARM). A comparative rating based on 9 different
criteria is also given but none of these criteria measures
the completeness of the security requirements elicited by the
different methods.
A similar approach based on the integration of Common
Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408) called SREP (Security Requirements
Engineering Process) is described in [4]. However the concrete
techniques that carry out the security requirements elicitation
process are given only very broadly. A threat driven method
is proposed but is not described in detail.
In [7] anti-goals derived from negated security goals are
used to systematically construct threat trees by refinement of
these anti-goals. Security requirements are then obtained as
countermeasures. This method aims to produce more complete
requirements than other methods based on misuse cases. The

refinement steps in this method can be performed informally
or formally.
In [8] different kinds of security requirements are identified
and informal guidelines are listed that have proven useful
when eliciting concrete security requirements. The author
emphasises that there has to be a clear distinction between
security requirements and security mechanisms.
In [9] it is proposed to use Jackson‘s problem diagrams to
determine security requirements which are given as constraints
on functional requirements. Though this approach presents a
methodology to derive security requirements from security
goals, it does not explain the actual refinements process,
which leaves open, the degree of coverage of requirements,
depending only on expert knowledge.
In [10] actor dependency analysis is used to identify attackers and potential threats in order to identify security
requirements. The so called i∗ approach facilitates the analysis
of security requirements within the social context of relevant
actors. In [11] a formal framework is presented for modelling
and analysis of security and trust requirements at an organisational level. Both of these approaches target organisational
relations among agents rather than functional dependence.
Those approaches might be utilised complementary to the
presented. Also the output of organisational relations analysis
may be an input to our functional security analysis.

3. Motivation
The derivation of security requirements in general, especially the derivation of authenticity requirements represents an
essential building block for system design. With an increase
in the severity of safety-relevant systems’ failures the demand
increases for a systematic approach of requirements derivation
with a maximum coverage. Also during the derivation of
security requirements, no pre-assumptions should be made
about possible implementations.
We will further motivate this with respect to the requirements derivation process with an example from the field
of vehicle-to-vehicle communications and demonstrate the
common mistakes.

3.1. Example use case
For a better illustration of the described problems we will
refer to an example, illustrating use case descriptions for a
possible vehicle-to-vehicle scenario.
Use case 1. A vehicle’s Electronic Stability Protection (ESP)
sensor recognises that the ground is very slippery when
accelerating in combination with a low temperature. In order to
warn successive vehicles about a possibly icy road, the vehicle
uses its communication unit (CU) to send out information
about this danger including the Global Positioning System
(GPS) position data, where the danger was detected.

Use case 2. A vehicle receives a warning about an icy road
at a certain position. It compares the information to its own
position and heading and signals the driver a warning, if
the dangerous area lies up front. Additionally the vehicle
will retransmit the warning, given that the position of this
occurrence is not too far away.

3.2. Common approaches
There are several possible approaches, that may be taken,
depending on the system architect’s background.
An architect with a background in Mobile Adhoc Networks
(MANETs) would first define the data origin authentication
[12] of the transmitted message. In a next step he may reason
about the trustworthiness of the transmitting system.
An architect with a background in Trusted Computing [13]
would first require for the transmitting vehicle to attest for
its behaviour [14]. Advanced experts may use the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) techniques of sealing, binding, key
restrictions and TPM-CertifyKey to validate the trustworthiness and bind the transmitted data to this key [15].
A distributed software architect may first start to define
the trust zones. This would imply that some computational
means of composing slippery wheels with temperature and
position happen in an untrusted domain. Results may be the
timestamped signing of the sensor data and a composition of
these data at the receiving vehicle.

3.3. Problem evaluation
The presented methods shall only illustrate a few different
approaches that might be taken in a security engineering
process for new systems of systems. Very different types of
security requirements are the outcome. Some of these leave
attack vectors open, such as the manipulation of the sending or
receiving vehicle’s internal communication and computation.
Another conclusion that can be derived from these examples
is related to premature assumptions about the implementation.
Whilst in one case the vehicle is seen as a single computational
unit that can be trusted, in another case it has to attest for
its behaviour when sending out warnings. The trust zone
based analysis of the same use cases however requires for
a direct communication link and cryptography between the
sensors and the receiving vehicle and the composition of data
is moved to the receiver side. A direct result of falsely defined
system boundaries typically are security requirements that are
formulated against internal subsystems rather than the system
at stake itself,
Though all of the approaches may lead to a sufficient level
of security for the designed architecture, there is no obvious
means by which they can be compared regarding the security
requirements that they fulfil. The choice of the appropriate
abstraction level and system boundaries constitutes a rather big
challenge to systems of systems architecture design, especially
with respect to systems of systems applications like the one
presented here.

Vehicle-Component
sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

Fig. 1. Example - functional component model

4. Approach
The approach described in the following can be decomposed
into three basic steps. The first one is the derivation of the
functional model from the use case descriptions in terms of an
action oriented system. In a second step the system at stake is
defined and possible instantiations of the first functional model
are elaborated. In a third and final step, the actual requirements
are derived in a systematic way, resulting in a consistent and
complete set of security requirements.

4.1. Functional model
For the description of the functional model from the use
cases an action-oriented approach is chosen. The approach
is based on the work from [16]. For reasons of simplicity
and readability the formal description of the model is omitted
here and a graphical representation is used to illustrate the
behaviour of the evaluation target.
A functional model can be derived from a use case description by identifying the atomic actions in the use case
description. These actions are set into relation by defining the
functional flow among them. This action oriented approach
considers possible sequences of actions (control flow) and information flow (input/output) between interdependent actions.
In the case of highly distributed systems and especially a
distributed system of distributed systems, it is very common
that use cases do not cover a complete functional cycle
throughout the whole system under investigation. Rather only
certain components of the system are described regarding
their behaviour. This must be kept in mind when deriving the
functional model. In order to clarify this distinction, functional
models that describe only parts of the overall system behaviour
will be called functional component model.
Figure 1 shows a functional component model for a vehicle
derived from the example use cases given in section 3.1. The
functional flow arrows outside of the vehicle’s boundaries
refer to functional flows between different instances of the
component, whilst internal flow arrows refer to flows within
the same instance of the component. For the given example,
the external flows represent data transmission of one vehicle
to another, whilst the internal flows represent communication
within a single vehicle.

4.2. System of systems instances
Based on the functional component model, one may now
start to reason about the overall system of systems which consists of a number of instances of the functional components.
The synthesis of the internal flow between the actions within
the component instances and the external flow between systems (in this case vehicles) builds the global system of systems
behaviour. In order to model instances of the global system of
systems, all structurally different combinations of component
instances shall be considered. Isomorphic combinations can be
neglected. Finally, all possible instances may be regrouped and
the system’s boundary actions (denoting the actions that are
triggered by or influence the system environment) have to be
identified. These will be the basis for the security requirements
definition in the next step.
In Fig. 2 an example for possible instances of the vehicle description in a distributed vehicle-to-vehicle scenario is
presented. In this example the forwarding of a message is
restricted by a position based forwarding policy with respect
to the distance from the danger that is being warned about and
the time of issue of the danger sensing. We could therefore assume a maximal number of system instances involved general
enough to cover all these cases, e.g. by utilising a description
in a parameterised way.

4.3. Functional security requirement identification
The set of possible instantiations of the functional component model is used in a next step to derive security requirements. First, the boundary actions of the system model
instances are determined. Let the term boundary action refer
to the actions that form the interaction of the internals of the
system with the outside world. These are actions that are either
triggered by occurrences outside of the system or actions that
involve changes to the outside of the system.
With the boundary actions being identified, one may now
follow the functional graph backwards. Beginning with the
boundary actions by which the system takes influence on the
outside, we may propagate backwards along the functional
flow. These backwards references basically describe the functional dependencies of actions among each other. From the
functional dependency graph we may now identify the end
points - the boundary actions that trigger the system behaviour
that depends on them. Between these and the corresponding
starting points, the requirement exists that without such an
action happening as input to the system, the corresponding
output action must not happen as well. From this we formulate
the security goal of the system at stake:
Whenever a certain output action happens, the input action
that presumably led to it must actually have happened.
This requirement shall now be enriched by additional parameters. In particular, it shall be identified which is the entity
that must be assured of the aforementioned requirement. With
these additional parameters set, we may utilise the definition of
authenticity from the formal framework of Fraunhofer SIT [17]

to specify the identified requirements. The syntax to describe
these requirements in parameterised form is defined as:
Definition 1: Authentic(A, B, P ): Whenever an action B
happens, it must be authentic for an Agent P that in any course
of events that seem possible to him, a certain action A has
happened (for a formal definition we refer the reader to [17]).
It shall be noted that the requirements elicitation process
in this case utilises positive formulations of how the system
should behave, rather than preventing a certain malicious behaviour. Also it has to be stressed that this approach guarantees
for the system / component architect to be free regarding the
choice of concepts during the security engineering process.
Once an exhaustive list of security requirements is identified, a requirements categorisation and prioritisation process can evaluate them according to a maximum acceptable
risk strategy. This manual analysis may reveal that certain
functional dependencies are presented only for performance
reasons. This can be valuable input for the architects as well,
and sometimes reveals premature decisions about mechanisms
that were already done during the use case definition phase.
This approach cannot prevent the specification of circular
dependencies among systems’ actions but usually this is
avoided for well-defined use cases. This actually originates
from the fact that every action represents a progress in time.
Accordingly an infinite loop among actions in the system
would indicate that the system described will not terminate.
The requirements derivation process will however highlight
every functional dependency that is described within the use
cases. Accordingly, when the use case description incorporates
more than the sheer safety related functional description,
additional requirements may arise. Therefore, the requirements
have to be evaluated towards their meaning for the system’s
safety. Whilst one can be assured not to have missed any safety
relevant requirement, this is a critical task because misjudging
a requirement’s relevance would induce security holes.

4.4. Formalisation
Formally, the functional flow among actions can be interpreted as an ordering relation ζi on the set of actions Σi in
a certain system instance i. To derive the requirements the
reflexive transitive closure ζi∗ is constructed. In the following
we assume that the functional flow graph is sequential and
free of loops, as every action can only depend on past actions.
Accordingly, the relation is anti-symmetric. ζi∗ is a partial
order on Σi , with the maximal elements maxi corresponding
to the outgoing boundary actions and the minimal elements
mini corresponding to the incoming boundary actions. After
restricting ζi∗ to these elements
χi = {(x, y) ∈ Σi Σi | (x, y) ∈ ζi∗ ∧ x ∈ mini ∧ y ∈ maxi }
this new relation represents the authenticity requirements for
the corresponding system instance: For all x, y ∈ Σi with
(x, y) ∈ χi : auth(x, y, stakeholder(y)) is a requirement.
Accordingly the union of all these requirements for the different instances poses the set of requirements for the whole
system. This set can be reduced by eliminating duplicate

Instance 1:

V ehicle0

V ehiclew

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

Instance 2:

V ehicle0

V ehicle1

V ehiclew

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

Instance 3:

V ehicle1

V ehicle0

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

V ehicle2
sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

V ehiclew
sensing(ESP-Sensor,
SlipperyWheels)

send(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

positioning(GPS,position)

show(Driver,
warning(relativePosition))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

receive(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

forward(CU,
dangerwarning(position,type))

... ... ...
Fig. 2. Example - functional model instances

requirements or by use of first-order predicates for a parameterised notation of similar requirements.
Example derivation of authenticity requirements.
For the given system model instances, we may now
identify the authenticity requirements for the action
show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )) (with V = Vehicle, D = Driver,
ESP = ESP-sensor, warn = warning, pos = positioning,
sens = sensing, rP = relativePosition, pD = positionData,
sW = slipperyWheels, dw = dangerwarning). Graphically,
this could be done by reversing the arrows and removing the
dotted arrows and boxes. Formally, for the system of systems
instance 1 from Fig. 2, we can analyse:
ζ1 = {(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), send(CU (V0 ), dw)),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), send(CU (V0 ), dw)),
(send(CU (V0 ), dw), rec(CU (Vw ), dw)),
(pos(GP S(Vw ), pd), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(rec(CU (Vw ), dw), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )))}
ζ1∗ = ζ1 ∪ {(x, x) | x ∈ Σ} ∪ {
(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), rec(CU (Vw ), dw)),
(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), rec(CU (Vw ), dw)),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )))}
χ1 = {(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(Vw ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )))}
An analysis for the second instance will result in:
χ2 = {(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(Vw ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V1 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )))}
And the third system of systems instance will result in:

χ3 = {(sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V0 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(Vw ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V1 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP ))),
(pos(GP S(V2 ), pD), show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )))}
The first three elements in each χi will obviously always be
the same in all instances of the example. The rest of the elements can be expressed in terms of first-order predicates. This
leads to the following authenticity requirements for all possible
system instances for the action show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )):
1) auth( pos(GP S(Vw ), pD),
show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )), Dw )
2) auth( pos(GP S(V0 ), pD),
show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )), Dw )
3) auth( sens(ESP (V0 ), sW ),
show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )), Dw )
4) ∀ Vx ∈ Vf orward : auth( pos(GP S(Vx ), pD),
show(Vw , Dw , warn(rP )), Dw )
Vf orward denotes the set of vehicles per system instance,
that forward the warning message.
As mentioned above, the resulting requirements have to be
evaluated regarding their meaning for the functional safety of
the system. For the first three requirements the argumentation
is very straight forward regarding why they have to be fulfilled:
1) It must be authentic for the driver that the relative position
of the danger he/she is warned about is based on correct
position information of his/her vehicle.
2) It must be authentic for the driver that the position of
the danger he/she is warned about is based on correct
position information of the vehicle issuing the warning.
3) It must be authentic for the driver that the danger he/she
is warned about is based on correct sensor data.

The last requirement 4) however must be further evaluated.
Studying the use case, we see that this functional dependency
originates from the position based forwarding policy. This
policy is introduced for performance reasons, such that bandwidth is saved by not flooding the whole network. Braking
this requirement would therefore result either in a smaller or
in a larger broadcasting area. As bad as those cases may be,
they cannot cause the warning of a driver that should not be
warned. Therefore we do not consider requirement 4 to be a
safety related authenticity requirement. It can be considered a
requirement regarding availability by preventing the denial of
a service or unintended consumption of bandwidth.
Further steps. Starting from this set of very high-level
requirements, the security engineering process may start.
This will include decisions regarding the mechanisms to be
included. Accordingly the requirements may be refined to
more concrete requirements in this process. The design and
refinement process may reveal further requirements regarding
the internals of the system that have to be addressed as well.

5. Conclusion
The presented approach for deriving safety critical authenticity requirements in systems of systems solves several
issues compared to existing approaches. It incorporates a clear
scheme that will ensure a consistent and complete set of
security requirements. Also it is based directly on the functional analysis, ensuring the safety of the system at stake. The
systematic approach that incorporates formal semantics leads
directly to the formal validation of security, as it is required
by certain evaluation assurance levels of Common Criteria
(ISO/IEC 15408). Furthermore the difficulties of designing
systems of systems are specifically targeted.
In practice, the method described here has been applied
in the project EVITA (E-Safety Vehicle Intrusion Protected
Applications) to derive authenticity requirements for the development of a new automotive on-board architecture utilising vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. A total of 29 authenticity requirements have been
elicited by means of a system model comprising 38 component
boundary actions with 16 system boundary actions comprising
9 maximal elements and 7 minimal elements.
Future work may include the derivation of confidentiality
requirements in a similar way as was presented here. Though
this will require for different security goals, as confidentiality
is not related to safety in a similar way, but rather to privacy. Non-Repudiation may also be a target that should be
approached in cooperation with lawyers in order to find the relevant security goals. Furthermore, the refinement throughout
the design process should be evaluated regarding possibility
of formalising it in schemes with respect to the security
requirements refinement process.
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